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AV Supply Chain

“Waymo has no current plans to sell its modified vehicles to the public and will 
operate them in an autonomous ride-hailing service instead.”

- Waymo CEO John Krafcik



AV Supply Chain



AV Underutilization

AV fleet size: 20 units
Marginal cost of  AVs: $1
Marginal cost of  ICs: $15
Reservation earning of  ICs: $15
Demand: 20 or 30, each w.p. 1/2

Example 
Standard dual sourcing solution:

AVs

Low demand

AVs

High demand

ICs

❌ Dispatching ICs only when demand is 30 isn’t feasible: ICs earn only  $15 × ½ < $15

✔ To meet all demand, platform dispatches 10 units demand to ICs when demand is low

😳 AVs end up idling some of the time despite operating at a very low marginal cost

ICs decide to join before demand realizes

❌ Endogenizing the marginal cost of ICs would not change this!
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AV mental model
❖ Open hybrid platforms with both ICs and AVs

➢ ICs have high variable cost, no fixed cost; 

➢ AVs have fixed cost but lower variable cost.

Only-ish setting that makes sense; else, AVs or ICs only!



AV mental model
❖ Open hybrid platforms with both ICs and AVs

➢ ICs have high variable cost, no fixed cost; 

➢ AVs have fixed cost but lower variable cost.

Only-ish setting that makes sense; else, AVs or ICs only!

❖ AVs are owned by outside supplier

❖ AV supply decisions are made long in advance

❖ Suppliers have no salvage value for AVs

❖ Prioritization of fulfillment through either supply type has no cost/limitations
Alternate motivation: What if AVs can’t serve all demand?



Research questions
❖ Intuition: can under-utilization cause SC misalignment?

❖ If so, how bad can such misalignment be?

❖ And is there anything that can be done to overcome it?



Research questions
❖ Intuition: can under-utilization cause SC misalignment?

Yes!

❖ If so, how bad can such misalignment be?

Bad!

❖ And is there anything that can be done to overcome it?

Yes!



Model features
❖ Two types of decisions, two levels of stochasticity:

➢ Long-term planning (before 1st level realizes): 

■ setting the AV pay per demand served (Platform)

■ setting the AV fleet size (AV supplier)

➢ Short-term planning (after 1st level, before 2nd level): 

■ determine dispatch prioritization (Platform), which simultaneously incentivizes ICs to join

➢ 2nd level stochasticity:

■ Demand realizes, and is served (through AVs and ICs that joint) according to prioritization



Model features
❖ Two types of decisions, two levels of stochasticity:

➢ Long-term planning (before 1st level realizes): 

■ setting the AV pay per demand served (Platform)

■ setting the AV fleet size (AV supplier)

➢ Short-term planning (after 1st level, before 2nd level): 

■ determine dispatch prioritization (Platform), which simultaneously incentivizes ICs to join

➢ 2nd level stochasticity:

■ Demand realizes, and is served (through AVs and ICs that joint) according to prioritization

❖ Assumptions:
➢ No salvage value: once the fleet size is set, if AVs are too idle, there is no recourse

➢ No friction: for given realized demand, prioritization between AVs & ICs is unconstrained/free



Formalization: Sequential game

Long-term decisions on capital expenditure (e.g., quarters/years in advance)

Short-term decisions (e.g., week-to-week) Real-time

 

Platform sets 
dispatch algo.

 

ICs participateScenario realizes Demand realizes

Two levels of  stochasticity: Lobel et al. (2021)

Market equilibrium for IC: Hall et al. (2021)



Formalization: Sequential game
The platform will pay the AV 
supplier   + marginal cost 
per ride served.



Formalization: Sequential game
Long-term decisions on capital expenditure (e.g., quarters/years in advance)

Short-term decisions (e.g., week-to-week) Real-time

 

Platform sets 
dispatch algo.

 

ICs participateScenario realizes Demand realizes

A solution of  the game is a subgame perfect equilibrium (SPE), denoted by s

Solve game through backward induction

Platform’s dispatch prioritization impacts fleet sizing decision by the AV supplier
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Benchmark: Integration
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Short-term decisions (e.g., week-to-week) Real-time

Platform sets 
dispatch algo. ICs participateScenario realizes Demand realizes

   



Benchmark: Integration
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Short-term decisions (e.g., week-to-week) Real-time

Platform sets 
dispatch algo. ICs participateScenario realizes Demand realizes

   

Definition
 



Result #1: Unbounded inefficiency from misalignment

 

Theorem  

❖ A subgame perfect equilibrium may be arbitrarily worse than a centralized solution
❖ This holds even if AV pay (   ) is set by a social planner

➢ This efficiency loss comes not just from price distortion



Result #1: Unbounded inefficiency from misalignment

❖ Shown by constructing a family of instances:
➢ Optimal solution would use only AVs, no ICs

➢ Once AVs are provided, with supplier covering fixed cost, it’s platform choose to underutilize AVs

➢ AV underutilization incentivizes supplier to not provide any AVs

➢ Margins are thin with AVs (but even more so with ICs)

 

Theorem  

❖ An equilibrium solution can be arbitrarily worse than a centralized solution
❖ The above holds even if AVpay is set by a social planner

➢ This efficiency loss comes not just from price distortion
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Result #2: Perfect alignment is possible with…
❖ Revenue-sharing contract:

➢ Widely explored in the supply chain literature

➢ But: platforms has to pay the supplier both for rides served by ICs and for rides served by AVs

➢ Effectively, supplier needs to become indifferent to dispatch prioritization

Seems unrealistic?



Usage contract

Theorem 
 

Scenarios are contractible: contract may vary minimum AV dispatch policy by scenario



Result #2: Perfect alignment is possible with…
❖ Revenue-sharing contract:

➢ Similar to selling to a newsvendor

➢ But: have to pay the supplier both for rides served by ICs and for rides served by AVs

➢ Effectively, supplier needs to become indifferent to dispatch prioritization

❖ A usage contract that contracts on utilization in each scenario
➢ For every scenario & every demand level, platform commits to how much demand AVs serve

➢ Idea: take integrated solution in each scenario & for each demand realization; commit to that level 

of utilization; share profit in a way that both platform and supplier earn more than in SPE

Seems unrealistic?



Result #3: Perfect alignment is not possible…
❖ Through usage contracts that are not scenario-dependent

❖ We can always find situations where the usage pay to the supplier leads the 

platform to not adopt the integrated solution



Result #4: Approximate alignment is always possible
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❖ Full prioritization contract:

➢ Platform commits to always prioritizing AVs

➢ Supplier commits to supply a given number of AVs



Result #4: Approximate alignment is always possible
❖ Full prioritization contract:

➢ Platform commits to always prioritizing AVs

➢ Supplier commits to supply a given number of AVs

❖ Result: Either…
➢ … a full prioritization contract achieves at least half of the profit that integration achieves, or…

➢ … the SPE achieves at least half of the profit that integration achieves.



■ Case 1a: this is less than SPE profit → SPE profit is at least half of integrated SC profit

■ Case 1b: there exists       that splits combined profit s.t. both obtain more than in SPE

➢ Case 2:

■ What is contributed by AVs is less than half of the total integrated profit

■ Then platform can achieve at least half of that profit  by offering       =0

■ Platform will achieve at least as much in SPE, so SPE achieves at least as much

Proof idea:
❖ Integrated solution:

➢ Decompose profit into what is contributed by AVs and what is contributed by ICs

➢ Case 1:

■ What is contributed by AVs is at least half of the total

■ Take optimal fleet size and full prioritization for AVs

■ Guaranteed to create at least half of the entire integrated SC profit
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Numerical results
❖ Back-of-the-envelope parameter guesses (per ride):

➢ Cost of ICs is 60-90% of revenue

➢ Cost of AV operation is 10-50% of revenue

➢ Fixed cost of AVs is 2.5-40% of revenue (whether idle or not)

❖ Demand settings:
➢ Low: U(10,20)

➢ Variance: U(10,40)

➢ High: U(30,40)



Summary statistics
❖ Misalignment can indeed be significant in plausible instances!

➢ Up to 25.9%

➢ Mean misalignment of 6.5%

➢ At least 14% in a tenth of the cases

❖ Full prioritization contracts mostly overcome the misalignment
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When is misalignment significant? Thin margins



Spirit of 2-approximation result



Takeaways
❖ “We don‘t prioritize” is a prioritization strategy & it may not be a good one

❖ Prioritizing AVs seems natural; may collapse IC market; may be suboptimal

❖ AVs are likely to introduce SC contracting into platform operations



Conclusion
❖ Speculative setting of AV future

❖ Hybrid platform with surprising source of misalignment (AV Underutilization)

❖ Theoretical worst-case outcome

❖ Opportunity of SC design for autonomous technologies on platforms
➢ Unconvential designs (utilization-based)

➢ Practically feasible?

dfreund@mit.edu | kamessi@mit.edu | ilobel@stern.nyu.edu 
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Thank you!

Questions?



Implications/Discussion
❖ Is this a real concern (not today, but tomorrow)?

➢ Strengths: partial characterization of SC challenges for AV platform adoption

➢ Shortcomings: too stylized to justify specific actions!

➢ How can we know today whether this will be an issue tomorrow?

❖ What kind of contracts are feasible in practice?


